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Introducing the Virtual Stamp Show:                  

Free registration is now open! 

Six Days to Showcase Stamp Collecting! 

The American Philatelic Society, American Topical Association and the 

American First Day Cover Society are welcoming free registrations for the 

Virtual Stamp Show. 

The online event begins on Monday, August 17 and runs through Saturday, 

August 22, 2020. 

Early registration is now open to anyone 

There is no cost to attend the event! 

“We’re excited to continue working with our great partners to bring you the 

first-in-the-nation virtual stamp show experience,” said Scott English, APS 

Executive Director, “This is another example of how the global pandemic 

cannot stop philately, only change how we do it.” 

Learn how to exhibit at the Virtual Stamp Show 

Highlights of the week will include: 

Buy and Sell stamps:  We will be connecting attendees directly with APS 

Dealer members, the largest dealer community in the world, to conduct virtual 

transactions. 

Two First Day of Issue Celebrations, in conjunction with USPS: 

 Thursday, August 20: The “Innovation” pane of 20 Forever Stamps 

with 5 designs, hosted by the American First Day Cover Society. 

 Friday, August 21: The “Thank You” booklet of 20 Forever stamps 

with 4 designs, hosted by the American Topical Association.  

"Topical collectors throughout the world will enjoy participating in this virtual 

gathering." said ATA president, Dawn Hamman. "We eagerly anticipate 

meeting fellow topicalists who normally could not travel to our shows."  

Interactive Panels: Topics will include “The Future of Philately” and 

“Navigating Collecting during COVID-19.” 

"Stamp Expert House Call": Send photos or scans of items you would like 

help in identifying or valuing. We will have experts on hand to give you 

feedback! The session will be sponsored by the APEX, the American 

Philatelic Expertizing Service. 

Continued on page 11 
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Presidents Message 

Why Be a Member? As the president, I like to think 

there are plenty of reasons to be a club member, but 

perhaps it is worth reviewing them so we can 

articulate them to our collecting friends. My top 

priority is to grow the club and if all of us better 

appreciate what we have it will help us get our 

philatelic friends to join.  

Personal Reasons: For me, the best reason to be a 

member of the SJSC is the friendships we develop 

with each other. It’s also a wonderful way to connect 

with others in the philatelic community in the greater 

Bay Area and at a national level. The club has the full 

spectrum of very experienced collectors to those just 

getting started. This gives each of us the opportunity 

to teach / educate and learn. Anyone who has a 

question about an item in their collection or about 

how to develop your collection – ASK!  Even if we 

don’t have the expertise in the club, I bet we can help 

you find it.  

Physical Assets: The club has a nice assortment of 

resources and assets that are available to members.  

 Stamps: yes, this stamp club has an amazing 

assortment of stamps from all over the world. 

We now have full boxes of stamps from many 

countries. While many stamps could be 

considered “common”, there are many that 

are highly collectable. We have a really nice 

assortment of US 19th & early 20th Century 

stamps. While we don’t have especially 

valuable stamps, we do have some nice issues 

that can be harder to find than their value 

reflects.  

 Scott Catalogs: You can check any volume 

just by asking. You can borrow it for up to a 

month. 

 UV Light: Need to check tagging on stamps 

in your collection? The club has a light you 

can check out to review your stamps.  

 Vario Mounts: Need mounts to build your 

collection? The club had a large donation that 

included a lot of the large format mounts 

(most black backed). There are also some of 

the strips, but very few of the pre-cuts. You 

can purchase these for ½ normal retail. Also, 

club member John Kochever has a large 

inventory of mounts for ½ price. 

 Other: Many of us have collected a long time 

and accumulated “stuff” we no longer need 

for our own collection. So, if you need 

something, ask around. I know several 

members who have many boxes of philatelic 

albums, binders, books, guides, and too many 

other items to list.  

Stay safe and please stay in touch, 

Brian 

* * * APS Circuit Books * * * 

For the past few months, APS circuit books have 

been on-hold due to the pandemic. Now they are 

ready to start circulating them again. If you would 

like to take advantage of this opportunity to add to 

your collection, please contact Stan Flowerdew at: 

sflowerdew@earthlink.net   If we don’t hear from 

you, this valuable resource will be put on hold.  

mailto:sflowerdew@earthlink.net
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Has Your Stamp Been Regummed? 

Gum: Original or Not? 

By Peter A. Robertson (Excerpted from “Opinions II”) 

Without question, the most valuable commodity in our 

hobby today is gum. If you do not believe this, just 

compare auction realizations where similar copies of a 

stamp may vary in price as much as five or six times 

depending on the state of the gum on each. Centering and 

freshness also plays part in determining value, but gum 

condition seems to be the most important factor in actual 

pricing. Gum is also the most misunderstood aspect of our 

hobby. 

The term “original gum” is used universally by dealers 

and collectors alike. It refers to the adhesive on the back 

of a postage stamp, intended to attach the stamp to a letter 

or parcel when moistened. On an unused stamp, when this 

gum remains the stamp is described as having original 

gum. The optimum condition for this gum is to be in 

exactly the same state as it was in when it left the post 

office. This is referred to as “mint, never hinged”. The 

small, gummed paper hinges that were popular in the 

earlier days of our hobby – before protective mounts – 

were clean, usually easily removed, and left only a light 

outline on the gum where they had been attached. Today 

people are quite willing to pay a premium for “never 

hinged”, although few know why. 

Actually, paying extra for never hinged stamps was a 

practice started by individuals who did not know very 

much about stamps. They were trying to protect 

themselves from buying damaged or repaired stamps so 

they insisted upon “never hinged”. The fact that most 

early issues no longer exist in this condition has never 

impeded these individuals in their search. And, of course, 

where someone is willing to pay extra for something, that 

something is always made available by some of the 

shadier characters in our hobby. 

Now, it is true that it is difficult to sell stamps where 

remnants of previous hinges are present. Because of this, 

removal of old hinge traces has become an art rivaling 

gem-cutting. Surgical and dental tools are used by highly 

skilled artists to remove old hinge remnants. The logic of 

this is that nothing should be hidden by hinges still 

attached to the stamp. 

To make the removal job easier, the stamp is put into a 

very damp environment where the gum on the stamp is 

actually liquefied, that is, made completely liquid or 

melted, just as it was when first applied. Hinge remnants 

can then be lifted right off the stamp without damaging it. 

By taking a fine brush and redistributing the remaining 

gum, the traces of previous hinging can be hidden from 

all but the most expert eye. The gum here is most certainly 

original – nothing has been added – but the state of the 

gum is most definitely changed from its original 

condition. 

This change occurred as the gum re-dried. While what 

remains is original, the gum is thinner due to some having 

been removed during the brushing process. Also, the 

environment where it dried after hinge removal is entirely 

different from that following its original application. 

Certain changes in the appearance of the gum also result. 

Before we examine these changes, it is important that the 

reader understand what original gum looks like. The 

application of gum to a sheet of stamps was done rapidly 

and in a single motion. On the earlier issues of United 

States stamps, this gum tended to be rather thick, and the 

gum was intended to be applied entirely across the sheet. 

As is the case when one applies paint with a brush in a 

long stroke, areas develop where there is no paint. Usually 

elongated thin lines called “skips” result, elongated in the 

direction of application. Gum skips are quite natural and 

exist on most of the older U.S. stamps. These stamps are 

often 

filled in or erased when original gum is redistributed. It 

becomes important to know typical gum for any particular 

issue of stamps. 

 

Figure 1 

Continued on next page 
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Figure 2 

 

Figure 3 

Figure 1 illustrates the typical gum on the 1893 

Columbian issue. Note the long streaky gum skips 

running horizontally. The upper portion of the picture 

shows the outline where a hinge was removed. A close 

examination shows that all traces of gum skips have been 

erased where the hinge was, while the normal skips show 

everywhere else. 

Figure 2 shows the typical gum found on the Trans-

Mississippi or early Twentieth Century issues. While the 

gum here is thinner and smoother, a very close 

examination shows fine streaks in the gum elongated 

vertically. The reader can easily see where a hinge was 

removed. The original gum has been seriously affected, 

and it no longer resembles the gum around it. 

Additionally, one often finds the light outline of 

perforations impressed in the gum on these later issues, 

probably as a result of sheets being placed one upon 

another when they were perforated and while the original 

gum was still damp. These faint perforation traces are 

very helpful in determining if the gum is original. The 

process of gum redistribution will either erase these perf 

traces or make them far less visible to the naked eye. The 

fine row of horizontal perforation traces in this example 

has been completely eliminated where the hinge was 

removed. 

These two examples should help the reader to understand 

better original gum and its characteristics. We can now 

discuss those changes resulting from the melting of gum 

to remove hinge remnants. 

When gum is dried too quickly after the redistribution of 

the original gum, it will crackle all over (see Figure 3). 

 

Figure 4 

If dried too slowly, the moist gum will run into the broken 

paper fibers around the perforations and their teeth as 

shown in Figure 4. The stained areas around most of the 

perforations on this stamp were caused by dampened 

original gum running into the body of the paper through 

these broken fibers. 

Reproducing the same conditions under which original 

gum was applied and dried onto stamps is virtually 

impossible. Therefore, almost all stamps with 

redistributed original gum have gum which does not 

match the normal gum for that issue. 

A simple comparison copy is all that is needed to detect 

gum alteration. It seems obvious that a stamp with good 

original gum can be used as a control copy against which 

all possible acquisitions can be compared. This writer 

would recommend the purchase of a fresh copy of a low 

value of a set having both a straight edge and a hinge 

remnant attached. This type of stamp has little value as a 

collectible, but will serve as a very valuable comparison 

tool so long as the original gum is fresh. The important 

thing to remember is that the same gum was applied to the 

1 cent Columbian as to the $4 or $5 of that issue. The 

inexpensive stamp, therefore, can prove to be very 

valuable in the long run. 

Continued on next page 
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Up to now we have avoided the word “regummed”. Most 

of the stamps that the collector will encounter will not be 

regummed. But some will be, and the collector should 

know enough to protect himself. There is often little 

difference between a stamp with redistributed original 

gum and one that has been regummed. This is not unusual 

as the basic processes differ very little. A stamp having 

hinge remnants removed may have additional gum added 

to the liquefied original gum. If the job is done well, it 

may be extremely difficult to tell, even for an expert. 

Fortunately, most are not so difficult. 

Stamps almost always are regummed to hide defects. A 

tear in the paper can be closed and the repair substantially 

hidden under a good coat of gum. There may be evidence 

showing faintly on the face of the stamp, but it will be 

almost impossible to see this type of repair through the 

gum. Another repair that is often hidden under 

regumming is the addition of a new margin. 

Probably the most commonly hidden fault is a thin spot. 

Thin spots are shallow depressions in the paper caused by 

the improper removal of something attached to the gum. 

This might be a hinge, an album page, or anything else to 

which the stamp got stuck. Some thins are tiny and are 

easily covered over with new gum. This type of repair 

may be very difficult to find, even in watermark fluid. 

Other thin spots could be large or deep. This type cannot 

be covered with new gum as it will still appear when the 

stamp is immersed in fluid. The repairer will often try to 

fill in this type of thin spot with a foreign substance, 

usually in a paste form. New gum is then applied over the 

repair. 

 

Figure 5 

The stamp on the right in Figure 5 has been repaired 

extensively. Large thinning from the center of the stamp 

to the top has been filled in and covered over with new 

gum. The stamp on the left shows the normal gum for that 

issue. A close examination shows how very different the 

two stamps appear. Regumming is nothing new. It has 

been with the hobby since the 1860’s or early 1870’s. The 

only change has been in the methods used. Each method 

leaves its own evidence, almost a signature. So let’s 

examine a few. 

 

Figure 6 

 

Figure 7 

The latest development in painting has been applied to 

regumming: the spray gun. Spraying requires air, and air 

dries, leaving bubbles as shown on the right stamp in 

Figure 6. Sprayed gum also appears much more shiny 

than the normal gum of the issue, compared at left. These 

bubbles can be brushed away, however, so be careful. A 

close examination should reveal enough differences to 

make the examiner suspicious. 

The Graf Zeppelin issue of the United States is an odd-

sized stamp and is very prone to gum wrinkles, gum 

bends, or gum creases. Gum creases can lead to actual 

creases in the paper if mishandled. Figure 7 shows two 

stamps from this issue. The stamp at right shows traces of 

a diagonal crease at the left. Only traces show, though, as 

the stamp has been regummed to remove the crease. 

Normal gum for this issue is on the stamp at left. While 

Continued on next page 
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this stamp has been “de-hinged”, the regummed stamp 

has an entirely different gum. This stamp was regummed 

by melting the gum and adding additional gum over the 

original gum already on the stamp. While this was done 

as well as could be, the new gum was dried too quickly 

and has the wrong appearance for this issue. 

Certain characteristics of gum, both original and new, are 

very helpful to know when examining gum. Original gum 

will often have color offset ink traces showing on the 

gum. This is due to the newly printed sheets being stacked 

on top of one another while the ink was still wet. If there 

are offset ink spots on the stamp and they are under the 

gum, one can be pretty sure that the gum is not original or 

has been tampered with. Offset on top of the gum would 

indicate that the gum is original. 

Another thing to look for when examining gum is foreign 

matter embedded within the gum itself. Most of the regum 

jobs are done by brushing new gum onto the stamp. 

Brushes lose hairs, so look for them! Multi-colored gum 

is another indication of gum manipulation. If the gum has 

more than one color in it, the gum cannot be original 

unless it has been redistributed. 

 

Figure 8 

Regummed stamps often have a “layered” appearance to 

the gum. Figure 8 illustrates this type of regumming at 

right, with the normal shown at left. There is no pattern to 

the gum on the right, and the very faint brush strokes show 

when examined closely. This type of gum does not even 

faintly resemble the properly applied original gum on the 

stamp at left. (This illustration also shows the importance 

of having a reference or comparison copy.) 

One additional factor in detecting gum alteration is the 

“curl” of a stamp. This curl can be caused by the weave 

of the paper fibers, created during the manufacture of the 

paper, or it can be caused by the contracting of the gum 

applied to the stamp. All stamps have a curl natural to the 

issue. 

 

Figure 9 

 

Figure 10 

Figure 9 shows a hinged o.g. stamp at left with the proper 

curl for the issue, while the stamp at right curls in the 

opposite direction. This stamp must be regummed as all 

original gum was applied in a similar manner, making 

different curls impossible. The hinged stamp was 

gummed from side to side, while the regummed stamp 

was gummed top to bottom. 

In Figure 10, the Zeppelin stamp shown at right has the 

wrong curl for the issue. The normal curl here is easily 

seen on the left stamp. At best, the right stamp has 

redistributed gum brushed out side to side which causes 

the stamp to lie absolutely flat. (The stamp is the same 

regummed stamp we examined earlier in Figure 7.) 

The collector can use these points to protect himself from 

the more obviously regummed stamps. When in doubt, a 

certificate from a recognized Expert Committee should be 

obtained. Regumming is something to be aware of, but 

certainly not to fear. As in all aspects of our hobby, 

knowledge is the best protection. 
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How to Identify German 1945 AMG 

Occupation Issue Printings 

by Michael Generali 

The Allied Military Government (AMG) of the United States 

and Great Britain jointly issued occupation stamps for use in 

Germany following the close of World War II. Most of these 

stamps were issued in 1945. The 1 Reichsmark and a color 

variety of the 20 pfennig (listed only by Michel) were issued 

in 1946. The stamps were in use until the creation of the 

German Federal Republic in 1949. 

Thirty-five stamps were printed. The stamps remain 

common today, and are easily found. Printing quantities ran 

from 670,000 for the 80 pfennig stamp to 1 billion for the 1 

Reichsmark stamp. There are three distinct printings that are 

grouped into three sets by Scott. One set was given major 

catalog numbers, while the other two are assigned minor 

numbers. These are: Scott #3N1-3N20 (Type III Brunswick 

Printing set of 20), Scott #3N2a-3N13a (Type I Washington 

Printing set of 9),Scott #3N2b-3N8b (Type II London 

Printing set of 6) 

Gibbons lists these stamps under Section II of Germany: 

Allied Occupation with catalog numbers A1 through A35. 

Michel lists the thirty-five stamps in its German Specialized 

Catalog under the Allied Occupations: American and British 

Zones. Michel also catalogs hundreds of varieties of these 

stamps. That is beyond the scope of this article. 

While, as Michel shows, there are many varieties with these 

stamps, there is an easy way to distinguish between the three 

basic printings. Unfortunately, the Scott Catalog does a bad 

job providing information on how to identify these stamps. 

As a result collections are usually found with the stamps 

misidentified. So, the question remains, "How does one 

identify the basic printings of these stamps?" 

Here is an image of the three types (Types I, II, and III 

from left to right): 

 

Scott describes the three printing types based on paper 

thickness (either thick or medium - whatever that is), gum 

(yellow or white - hard to tell on many as the gum tends to 

tone into a yellow shade after over 60 years since they were 

printed), size (all the same, except for the larger-sized 

stamps from the Type III set that are not found in the minor 

numbered sets), and perforations (with Types I and III 

sometimes having the same perforations.) With Scott, the 

best way to identify these stamps is to get out a micrometer 

and determine the thickness of the so-called thick and 

medium papers. That is not a good idea since the stamps 

were printed on different paper stock due to post-war 

shortages. 

Identifying Type II Stamps - The easiest set to identify is 

the Type II stamps. These are all perforated 14. Types I and 

III are not. 

Identifying Type I and III Stamps -  Identifying Type I and 

III stamps is easy, when it is known what to look for. Here 

is the solution. Look at the right side of the stamp along the 

vertical white line of the inner frame surrounding the word 

"PFENNIG". 

This is Type I: 

 

On Type I, to the left of the "P" and "G", there 

is only the stamp color on the other side of the 

vertical line to the right of the ornaments. 

 

 

 

This is Type III: 

On Type III, to the left of the "P" and "G", there 

are small white shapes on the other side of the 

vertical line to the right of the ornaments. This 

appears on all Type III stamps. 

 

There it is. Nice and easy to identify these three 

sets of stamps that seem to look alike. Now go 

and check your collection to make sure you 

have the stamps in the correct spaces! 
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Michel, Yvert, Gibbons and Scott 

The topsy-turvy world of stamp 

catalogues 

by Leon Lutje 

 
The other day my wife Bunny Marti, (I may explain 

someday and what you are thinking is probably 

correct,  but that was years ago in a galaxy far, far away), 

laid my breakfast before me in an unusually sour attitude 

and then proceeded to sob. Unusual in that the sour 

attitude is always coupled with a snarl as opposed to a sob. 

Instinctively I asked what was the matter. 

“You are planning to divorce me!” was her response. Not 

wanting to be cut-off from my meager allowance which 

is taken out of my own pension, and occasionally needing 

a proper meal, I assure you I had no such intention. “What 

on earth would cause you to make such a shocking 

statement?” I asked, or more to the point, answered. 

 

“That note to the law firm.” Note? Law firm? I honestly 

was totally baffled. 

“I saw it on your desk while I was dusting, you brute?” 

“Angel, I have not written anything of the kind.” 

“But I saw it!” Her voice was nearing a fever pitch so I 

thought reasoning would come in handy. 

“Okay, what did the note say?” Knowing there was no 

note I was painting her in a corner. It takes years of 

practice. 

“Well, it doesn’t say anything,, but it is addressed.” 

Keeping my paint brush in my hand I asked “To whom 

then is it addressed?” 

“I told you, the law firm.” 

“Cup-cake, what law firm?” 

“I didn’t memorize it, let me go get the note and show 

you.” 

 

Now, we were getting somewhere. While she was away, 

I ate my breakfast as if it were  my last. Returning, with 

the sobs replaced with snarls, she threw a piece of paper 

at me. I recognized my own hand writing and recalled my 

doodle of the night before. On the top of the paper, in neat 

block letters I had written  “Michel, Yvert, Gibbons and 

Scott.” 

 

“Pumpkin, this is not a law firm. I was just day dreaming 

of some new catalogs. These are companies who publish 

stamp catalogs.” Knowing she was in a sour mood I was 

reluctant to mention stamps, but I had no choice. 

“I thought you bought stamps from those meetings you go 

to and on the Internet.” She was softening a bit. 

“Oh, Darling, they are not sales-catalogs. They are 

informational catalogs.” 

“Informational? How much information can there be 

about stamps?” Oddly, at this statement a vision came to 

my mind of hundreds of thousands of philatelists all over 

the world hearing her, several of their heads exploding 

sort of like a scene from the movie Scanners. 

 

Where does one start? I am a relative novice collector, 

therefore I decided to stick with basics. “In these catalogs 

every stamp which has ever been issued by a 

governmental postal authority is given a number for 

identification purposes, my love.” 

“So, what you are telling me is these four gentlemen got 

together and gave each stamp a number and then put the 

number in a catalog.” 

“Well not quite,. They did not collaborate in any way. 

They each have their own number and their own catalog.” 

“You expect me to believe that? Is this the best story you 

can come up with? It’s a law firm. Admit it” 

Now the conversation was getting out of hand. I decided 

to calm her down and use the old stand-by keep it simple 

and teach by illustration. I invited her to sit down at the 

kitchen table, thus assuring she was out of reach of the 

rolling pin for I knew this discussion could go terribly 

wrong and get worse before it got better. Surprisingly she 

calmly sat down. Yet mild sobbing had returned 

 

                         Continued on next page 
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I began, “Let us suppose we are at Papa Looch’s and have 

ordered a pizza. When our pizza arrives Mr. Scott walks 

by and exclaims, ‘That is a fine looking pizza I will call it 

Pizza #1. May I take a picture? I will label the picture A1’ 

We are so proud  Mr. Scott has noticed our pizza we wait 

to eat. Then Mr. Michel walks by. He also notices our 

pizza and declares it is a fine pizza. ‘I will call your pizza 

#1-8’ You see sugar baby our pizza is cut into eight slices. 

Mr. Michel gave each of our slices it’s own number. Mr. 

Scott walks by again returning from the rest-room for 

instance and we inform him what Mr. Michel has done. 

Mr. Scott removes a Sherlockian magnifying glass from 

his pocket and after careful deliberation declares our 

slices of pizza indeed differ from each other in very 

minute ways. One has oddly shaped Canadian bacon, 

another has two more olives than the rest, for example. He 

then states he will not change his numbering system, our 

pizza will remain #1. However, as the slices differ he will 

designate each slice by a letter. Slice 1a, 1b, 1c…etc. Now 

Mr. Scott and Mr. Michel have different ways of stating 

the same thing, therefore they each must have their own 

catalog. 

 

Mr. Gibbons stops by our table asking for directions to the 

nearest Chip-shop showing no interest in our pizza. Mr. 

Yvert must be in another part of town. You see how 

simple it is?” 

“I have never heard of anything so silly in my life,” my 

wife says while eyeing the rolling pin. “A pizza is a pizza, 

a slice is a slice, an olive is an olive and Canadian bacon 

is really ham. It is not rocket science. A stamp is a stamp!” 

Now I was eyeing the rolling pin. “A stamp is not a stamp. 

There are hundreds of thousands of them and they are all 

for the most part different. And there must be a way of 

identifying them.” 

We were now approaching full blown “heated argument’ 

stage. 

 

“I can identify them just by looking at them” Bunny Marti 

shouted. “There is a red one, a blue one and a green one” 

She was smug thinking she had won the day. “You could 

not be more wrong smarty pants,” I ventured, “They are 

not red, blue and green. According to Scott they are 

carmine, ultramarine and emerald.” 

It is amazing how quickly a sixty-two year old woman can 

move, even if she qualifies for handicap license plates. 

The afore mentioned rolling pin thankfully missed my 

head by a fraction of an inch, the kitchen window was not 

as fortunate. Also unfortunately I responded in the worst 

way possible. “Now look at what you have done! Do you 

know how many stamps I could buy with the money we 

will have to spend on a new window?” 

“I am very sorry. That was a rash and childish way to 

react.” she said. Wow! I am going to play this for all it is 

worth, I thought. She reached into her purse and said, “ 

Honey, really I am sorry. We should not argue over this 

petty stuff. Here, I’ll give you $10 and you can go buy a 

couple of those new catalogs if you want. My treat.” 

 

This put me in a quandary. I knew ten bucks would not 

even put a decent down payment on a new catalog and 

also if she ever found out how much those things actually 

cost, I would be in for beans and toast the rest of my life, 

which might not be long even though the rolling pin was 

no longer in play, the cast iron frying pan was handy. In 

hindsight I should have taken the ten dollars and 

completed my Germany 2000 year set.  “Keep the money, 

It is more important to me to make you understand the 

importance of these catalogs.” I tried to sound noble, 

however I don’t think I got there. “Please sit down and 

let’s discuss this rationally.” Again, I was being noble, 

however I think my voice cracked. I did not want to be 

accused of yodeling at her. 

We sat down at the kitchen table again amiably. “Now, 

sweets cheeks,” I resumed, “not only do these catalogs 

have a number for every stamp, they also have a picture 

of the stamps and inform of certain characteristics of the 

various stamps. For instance, the date of issue, 

perforations, precise color, and value of the stamp both 

mint and used and of course their assigned number.” 

 

“Value? The value of a stamp is printed right on it. Any 

idiot can see, “ she answered. 

“Not that value, that is called the face value and is only a 

concern of the postal entity and not the collector. The 

value listed in the catalog is the value to the collector. Let 

me give you an example. Assume we have a stamp from 

Knickerstein which depicts a violin. We look in the 

catalog which lists stamps of Knickerstein and find it is 

from the year 1987 was issued on the 12 of June, is perfed 

12X14, is brown, ultramarine, rose and black. It is 

lithographed and has a mint never hinged value of five 

dollars and a used value of one dollar.” I responded.  

                       Continued on next page 
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Half way through my answer I was hanging off a 

precipice but I couldn’t help myself. 

“You need to volunteer somewhere to get out more. All 

of this stamp collecting is concerning me. You are losing 

your mind.” Now I was painting myself in a corner. She 

continued, “For the sake of argument,” (like we needed 

an excuse or a sake for that matter to argue) “let’s say I 

understand all of this rubbish. Suppose you needed a 

violin stamp from Knickerstein for a set you are 

collecting. You go to a store, or Internet or wherever you 

go, and you see one for five dollars and buy the blasted 

thing.” 

 

Quickly I interrupted, “Oh goodness no! I would never 

pay $5 for that stamp. One never pays catalog value for a 

stamp,” I responded proudly. Thinking I would gain some 

much needed “argument” points by being so frugal. 

 

“People do not pay what the catalog says a stamp should 

sell for?” “No darling.” 

“People spend money for these catalogs and then proceed 

to ignore the information in them?” 

“Quite right my dear, I could not have said it better 

myself.” 

“You are insane, stamp collectors are insane, and the only 

sane ones are the people who make all of these catalogs 

which have the same information simply put in different 

ways and make hundreds of thousands of dollars.” 

 

Knowing I was beat. I simply asked “What’s for lunch?” 

 

If Bunny Marti had my sense of humor she would have 

answered “A Canadian Bluenose with Original Gum.” 

But, she just walked away shaking her head. Down the 

hall which is lined by the way, with a hundred Mason jars 

filled with buttons and thimbles. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

* * * Continued from page 1 * * * 

AMA (Ask Me Anything) sessions: Scheduled sessions include “Ask the Editor” with The American Philatelist Editor in 

Chief Gary Loew; “Ask the Librarian” with APRL Head Librarian Scott Tiffney; “All about Social Media” with Social 

Media Manager Heidi Lauckhardt-Rhodes. 

Exhibits: Attendees will be able to show their exhibits in a virtual format 

Awards: The APS, ATA and AFDCS will announce the winners of their annual awards. There will be an evening session 

for the APS/APRL Honors for winners of the Luff, Peterson, Mueller, and Allen Awards, along with other APS awards. 

"We are excited at the prospect of reaching even more collectors than an in-person show,” said AFDCS president Lloyd 

A. de Vries. “This is further evidence that stamp collecting can and does adjust to the times and turns adversity into 

opportunity." 

Meetings: The co-sponsors (APS, ATA and AFDCS) will all hold online public meetings during the Virtual Stamp Show. 

Other clubs, societies and affiliates are welcome to schedule virtual meetings during the show. 

 

For the latest information go to  

https://stamps.org/news/c/news/cat/news/post/introducing-the-virtual-stamp-show-free-registration-open-now 

 

https://stamps.org/the-american-philatelist
https://stamps.org/services/library
https://www.facebook.com/american.philatelic.society
https://www.facebook.com/american.philatelic.society
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6 Stamps That Commemorated U.S. 

History   (from the APS Website) 

As we celebrate Independence Day on July 4th, you might 

not think to look at your stamp collection for a reflection 

on America’s history. Here are six times the Post Office 

has commemorated important moments in our nation- in 

stamp form! 

1. 1776: The American Revolution 

 

In 1976, the U.S. celebrated the 200th anniversary of The 

American Revolution, also known as The Bicentennial. 

The event was commemorated with a series of stamps, 

known as the Bicentennial series, that included an array 

of major events that happened during the Revolutionary 

War. The Surrender at Yorktown (pictured above), The 

Signing of the Declaration of Independence, Washington 

Crossing the Delaware, and Valley Forge were all 

depicted on sheets, each containing five 5-cent stamps. 

2. 1920: Passage of the Nineteenth Amendment 

 

The Nineteenth Amendment, ratified on August 26th, 

1920, granted women the right to vote. In 1970, 50 years 

after the amendment was ratified, the Postal Service 

released this commemorative stamp. The image depicts 

suffragettes alongside a "modern" woman of the 1970s, 

voting on the lever-operated machines that were used at 

the time. 

 

 

This year will mark the 100th anniversary of the 

Nineteenth Amendment, and the USPS will once again 

commemorate the occasion on a stamp, to be released this 

August. 

3 . 1922: Dedication of the Lincoln Memorial  

 

The Postal Service released this stamp in 1923 to coincide 

with the dedication of the Lincoln Memorial.  

Continued on next page 
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Construction of the memorial, and the statue inside, took 

nearly ten years to complete altogether. The memorial 

now stands as one of the most significant memorials in 

Washington, D.C., not only for its representation of 

Lincoln but also as the background for Martin Luther 

King, Jr.'s famous "I Have A Dream" speech in 1963. 

4. 1932: The 10th Summer Olympic Games, Los 

Angeles, CA, and The Third Olympic Winter Games, 

Lake Placid, NY 

In 1932, The United States held both the summer and 

winter Olympic Games. What would traditionally be a 

celebratory event was marred by the ongoing Great 

Depression, which began in 1929. 

 

The Winter Olympics, held in February of 1932, in Lake 

Placid, New York, was the first to be held in the United 

States. The commemorative stamp, released shortly 

before the games’ opening ceremonies, depicts a ski 

jumper. Ironically, the person drawn is holding ski poles 

- which are not used by ski jumpers! 

    

The Summer Olympics, held from July-August 1932 in 

Los Angeles, California, were the second games to be 

held in America and the 10th overall. The 

commemorative stamps, pictured above, released a few 

months before the opening ceremony, depict a runner and 

a discus thrower, respectively. 

5. Late 1950s -1960s: The Civil Rights Movement 

 

The Civil Rights Movement was a decades-long struggle 

by African-Americans to end racial segregation in 

America. Many people were instrumental in changes 

made during this period, and the USPS honored twelve of 

them on stamps in 2009 in conjunction with the NAACP. 

Each stamp honored two Civil Rights activists, the one 

pictured above showing Medgar Evers, a Field Secretary 

for the NAACP, and Fannie Lou Hamer, an activist who 

was instrumental in the fight for fairer voting rights. 

6. 1969: The Moon Landing 

 

On July 20th, 1969, Apollo 11 landed the first humans on 

the Moon- for the United States and the world. A few 

months later, the USPS commemorated the event with 

these stamps, which depict astronaut Neil Armstrong 

taking the first step onto the surface of the Moon. Last 

year marked the 50th anniversary of the occasion, and the 

USPS once again released a set of stamps to denote this 

“giant leap for mankind.” 

 

https://about.usps.com/news/national-releases/2009/sr09_020.htm
https://about.usps.com/news/national-releases/2009/sr09_020.htm
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America’s 100 Greatest Stamps 

 

#1 - Scott 1   1847 5 cent Franklin 

The US first issue, early in July of 1847, is an iconic duo, 

boldly engraved with portraits of two American founding 

fathers – Benjamin Franklin and George Washington. 

After all, the current day US Postal Service really started 

here with the first general postage stamps issued in the 

United States. 

Though much of the story is lost to history, the New York 

City Bank Note engraving firm of Rawdon, Wright, Hatch 

and Edson was awarded the US government contract to 

design and produce this first set of two stamps. 

Interestingly, there was some public consternation that 

George Washington was being relegated to the ‘second’ 

stamp while Franklin had the honor of US stamps first 

issue. The decision seemed to work and it became 

common practice to reserve the highest price 

denominated stamp in a series for the most important 

person or scene. 

The 5 cent stamp shipped a 1/2 ounce letter up to 300 

miles.      

This set was printed on a bluish woven paper that is fairly 

thin. Some of the printed stamps have a stitch watermark 

but most have no watermark. These stamps are 

imperforated, issued in sheets of 100 with 10 rows by 10 

columns, and had to be cut or torn apart. 

Club Member/Dealers 

Richard Clever 

Asia Philatelics                                                                     

P.O. Box 730993, San Jose, CA 95173-0993                   

Phone: (408) 238-0893 Fax: (408) 238-2539                   

Email: richard@asiaphilatelics.com                                      

Web Site: www.asiaphilatelics.com                                  

(China, Asia, Ireland, Japan) 

Ron Biell 

Euro-Asian Stamps                                                               

P.O. Box 20562, San Jose, CA 95160                               

Phone: (408) 323-8702 Fax: 408) 323-8702                      

Email: rbiell-dsl@sbcglobal.net                                            

Web Site: www.eurasiastamps.com                                  

(China, Japan, Baltics, Russia, W. Europe, Covers Worldwide) 

Doug Gary 

Douglas Gary                                                                        

P.O. Box 457, Campbell, CA 95009                                

Phone: (408) 274-3939                                                      

Email: doug_gary@hotmail.com                                        

(USA & Worldwide Postal History, Stamps, Autographs, 

Postcards) 

Deepak Jaiswal 

The India Specialist                                                                

PO Box 50848, Palo Alto, CA 94303                                

Phone: (650) 387-3885 Fax: (650) 561-4044                    

Email: info@stampbay.com                                               

(India)  

Walt Kransky 

Walts Postcards                                                                    

Web Site: www.thepostcard.com                                                         

Email: wrsky@att.net                                                  

(philatelic material, covers, postcards)   

Gary Morris 

Pacific Midwest Co.                                                               

PO Box 730818, San Jose, CA 95173                              

Phone: (408) 532-7100                                                      

Email: garyucb@aol.com                                                     

www.ebay.com,   Seller Name: garyucb                                                  

(Hawaii Stamps & Covers, Other Worldwide Stamps, Linder 

and Lighthouse Stamp Supplies)                                         

mailto:richard@asiaphilatelics.com
http://www.asiaphilatelics.com/
mailto:rbiell-dsl@sbcglobal.net
http://www.eurasiastamps.com/
mailto:doug_gary@hotmail.com
mailto:info@stampbay.com
http://www.thepostcard.com/
mailto:wrsky@att.net
mailto:garyucb@aol.com
http://www.ebay.com/

